The 2015/16 season explores music as a "time art", memory and nostalgia, the legacy of Maud Powell, and the Elgin Watch Factory Band, c. 1892.

MONUMENTAL
FREAtURING VIOLINIST RACHEL BARTON PINE AT 7:30PM
Sunday, November 8, 2015, 2:00, 4:30, and 7:30 pm
ECC Arts Center, Blizzard Theatre

CMI CONCERTS
Sunday, November 22, 2015

OPEN HOUSE EVENTS
Sunday, Feb 28, 2016
Sunday, April 17, 2016

TIMEPIECES
WITH GUEST CONDUCTOR DANIEL BOICO
Sunday, March 13, 2016, 2:00, 4:30, and 7:30 pm
ECC Arts Center, Blizzard Theatre

RESONANCE
WITH GRAMMY-WINNING EIGHTH BLACKBIRD
Saturday, April 16, 2016, 7:00 pm
ECC Arts Center, Blizzard Theatre

CMI CONCERTS
Sunday, April 24, 2016

CITY OF TIME
A 40TH ANNIVERSARY REUNION & GALA CELEBRATION
Sunday, May 15, 2016, 3:00 and 7:00 pm
The Hemmens Cultural Center, Elgin

AUDITIONS
AUDITIONS FOR THE 2016-17 SEASON
June 2-5, 2016
EYSO.ORG
Connect
tickets: 847.622.0300
or http://tickets.elgin.edu
Dear Friends,

It’s about time—the Elgin Youth Symphony Orchestra’s 40th anniversary season is here! On behalf of the Board of Directors, I welcome you to the opening concerts of this epic season.

Our students and artistic staff this season are immersed in the exploration of music as a “time art.” This work has special significance as we celebrate the EYSO’s long history and contribution to music education excellence in this region.

The EYSO began in 1975 as a small group of string players under the direction of Robert Hanson. Over the years, it has become one of the oldest and largest youth orchestras in Northeast Illinois, recognized nationally for its approach to music education that promotes curiosity, critical thinking and collaboration.

Much of the credit for EYSO’s success goes to Executive Director Kathy Matthews and Artistic Director Randal Swiggum for their vision, leadership and diligent work to advance the mission of the organization. We celebrate 40 years today because of their dedication to nurture an amazing community of teachers and musicians.

Leonardo da Vinci said “time abides long enough for those who make use of it.” The EYSO has spent its time wisely, and our alumni long remember the engaging musical experiences, friendships, and encouragement to pursue a life-long journey of creativity and growth.

Your support of the EYSO allows us to continue this important work. Thank you!

Charlie Simpson
EYSO Board President
ECC ARTS CENTER, BLIZZARD THEATER

2015-16 SEASON

ELGIN YOUTH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

MONUMENTAL

NOVEMBER 8, 2015

Randal Swiggum, Artistic Director

2:00PM

PRELUDE ORCHESTRA
Andrew Masters, Conductor

SINFONIA
Jason Flaks, Conductor
Andrew Masters, Associate Conductor

PHILHARMONIA
Anthony Krempa, Conductor

4:30PM

BRASS CHOIR
Jason Flaks, Conductor

SINFONIA/PHILHARMONIA
PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
Joe Beribak, Conductor

PHILHARMONIA
Anthony Krempa, Conductor

YOUTH SYMPHONY
Randal Swiggum, Conductor

7:30PM

YOUTH SYMPHONY
Randal Swiggum, Conductor

MAUD POWELL STRING QUARTET

YOUTH SYMPHONY
PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
Joe Beribak, Conductor

YOUTH SYMPHONY
FEATURING RACHEL BARTON PINE, VIOLIN

Ms. Pine’s appearance is made possible by the generosity of Ed & Joyce McFarland Dlugopolski.
### 2015-16 DONORS

#### INDIVIDUAL DONATIONS

**LEGACY CIRCLE**
Stu Ainsworth  
Harry & Phyllis Blizzard  
Carl & Sandie Bufka  
Kathryn Cann  
James & Phyllis Connolly  
Lorry Cook  
Rick and Kitt Cook  
R. Bert Crossland  
John Dalton & Rich Jacobs  
Joanne Dowdell  
Carl & Mary Ellen Flaks  
Murna & Bruce Hansemann  
Jeanne Hebeisen  
Elizabeth Hoeft  
David Hunt & Douglas Bella  
Cheri Lee & Dick Lewis  
Daniel & Karen Maki  
Kathy Matthews  
David & Lynne Nelleman  
Ed & Karen Schock  
Jack & Marlene Shales  
Margaret & Jeffrey Studer  
Susan & Frederick Thorne  
Betty Watanabe & Peter Barikman  
Lisa Wright  
John Zawada & Erik Anderson

**CONDUCTOR’S CIRCLE**
($5,000 & above)
Stu Ainsworth  
Joel Cohen & Perla Benrubi  
Daniel & Karen Maki  
Ed & Joyce McFarland  
Dlugopolski

**SYMPHONY** ($2,500 to $4,999)
Anonymous

**CONCERTO** ($1,000 to $2,499)
Carl & Sandie Bufka  
Rick & Kitt Cook  
John & Aeja Dik  
Amy Hall & Martin Ehrhardt  
Dave & Sandy Kaptain  
Kathy Matthews  
Donald C. Mattison  
Dr. Andrew & Lori Rollins  
Charlie & Nancy Simpson  
George & Jo Spindler  
Randal Swiggum  
Susan & Frederick Thorne

**SONATA** ($500 to $999)
Robert & Lisa Honig  
Diane Marshall  
James Reader  
Justin Smitherman  
Michael Simon & Nancy Sohn  
Mary Taphorn  
Jeffrey & Lynette Wheeler

**SUITE** ($250 to $499)
Joel Cohen & Perla Benrubi  
Molly Bolz  
Mike & Amy Pirtle  
Lucas & Abbey VanDeWoestyn

**OVERTURE** ($100 to $249)
Dr. & Mrs. Steven Coker  
Scott & Wendy Hermes  
Daniel & Karen Maki  
Melissa Pazzaglia  
Jack & Marlene Shales  
Ed & Karen Schock  
Dr. Peter & Susan Starrett  
John & Maribeth Totten  
Thomas & Gail Wright  
John Zawada & Erik Anderson

**FUGUE** ($50 to $99)
Jo Anne Dowdell  
David Hunt  
Nancy McGowan  
John & Jonel Near  
Andrew Papke  
Mary Ann & Sharla Stearn  
Charles & Nancy Zimmerman

**SCHERZO** (Under $50)
Larry Dieffenbach  
Dr. Gwendolyn Gage  
Miko Kabeshita  
Dawn Schlarb

**MEMORIAL GIFTS**

**IN MEMORY OF WASSALU ABDULLAH**  
Kathy Matthews

**IN MEMORY OF BENJAMIN BARIKMAN**  
Betty Watanabe and Peter Barikman

**IN MEMORY OF ROBERTA CRAIG BITZER**  
HAP (CLETUS) GASS

**IN MEMORY OF JEAN DOHAN**  
Kathy Matthews

**IN MEMORY OF BENJAMIN FISHEL**  
Kathy Matthews

**IN MEMORY OF VINCE FRANCO**  
Kathy Matthews

**IN MEMORY OF FRANKLIN GERKE**  
Robert and Linda Hanson

**IN MEMORY OF DERRIL GRANGER**  
Carol S. Granger

**IN MEMORY OF JEAN HANSEN**  
Kathy Matthews, Randal Swiggum, Dana Vierck, Joanna Wester

**IN MEMORY OF EYSO ALUM, ANDREW HAVEL**  
Mike Abernathy  
Scott Antczak  
Angela & Garrick Balk  
Dr. Kathleen & Mr. Kent Brown  
Phebe Chen & Family  
Paul, Edith, Amy, & Grace Clayton  
Jeff & Rhonda Conrad  
Kathy Corso  
The Cyrier Family  
Patrick & Theresa Deddecker  
Larry Dieffenbach  
The Dinovo Family  
The Fenn Family  
The Greshock Family  
Roger & Deborah Hatteberg  
Thomas & Rebecca Havel  
Stephen & Melva Sue Hood  
Emily Hunter  
Jaime & Cynthia Jara  
Wayne & Lisa Johnson  
The Kostik Family  
Ruth Kyme  
Debra Long  
The Martinez Family  
Kathy Matthews  
Marla, Stephanie, & Jennifer McGinnis  
Mike Miller  
Maryann Moravek  
Michael Nge  
Ralph & Sue Ollman  
Families of Prairiview Elementary: Sprehe, Sommer, Shannon, Tenuta, Walker, Muehall, Atkins, Hare, Shah, Mauro, Tangorra, Wood, & Smith  
The Petrelli Family
IN MEMORY OF BILL WILLS
Kathy Matthews

HONOR GIFTS
IN HONOR OF MAKENA BARICKMAN
Shari Neely
IN HONOR OF CASSIE FLONES
Deborah Millhouse
IN HONOR OF ED AND JOYCE MCFARLAND DLUGOPOLSKI
Murna and Bruce Hansemann
IN HONOR OF ED AND JOYCE MCFARLAND DLUGOPOLSKI AND KALEIGH ROSELLI
Russ and Kerri (Arndt) Roselli
IN HONOR OF CHARLIE SIMPSON
George and Jo Spindler
IN HONOR OF AMY HOEFT SAYLOR
Elizabeth Hoeft

CORPORATE & FOUNDATION DONATIONS

MAESTRO’S CIRCLE
($10,000 and above)
Florence B. and Cornelia A. Palmer Foundation
Grand Victoria Foundation
Illinois Arts Council, A State Agency
US Plate Glass Insurance Company

CONDUCTOR’S CIRCLE
($5,000 & $9,999)
EFS Foundation
Elgin Cultural Arts Commission, City of Elgin
Hoffer Foundation
Otto Engineering

SYMPHONY ($2,500 to $4,999)
BMO Harris Bank
Farny R. Wurlitzer Foundation

CONCERTO ($1,000 to $2,499)
Edward Jones Investments
Financial Advisor: Scott Budd
Edward Jones Investments
Financial Advisor: Don Gaylord
Edward Jones Investments
Financial Advisor: Michael McKay
Edward Jones Investments
Financial Advisor: Andy Minehart

MATCHING GIFTS
Allstate Giving Campaign
Benevity Community Impact Fund
Exxon Mobile Foundation
Foundation for the Carolines
Global Charitable Fund
ITW Foundation
JP Morgan Chase
Leo Burnett Company
Motorola Solutions Foundation
Multiplan, Inc
Oracle
PepsiCo Giving Program
Pfizer
Prudential Foundation
Schneider Electric
North America Foundation

Kiwanis Club of Elgin
St. Charles Bank & Trust
Tighe, Kress & Orr, PC

SUITE ($250 to $499)
Rieke Office Interiors
St. Charles Chamber of Commerce
We Care Recycling

OVERTURE ($100 to $249)
Colonial Café and Ice Cream
The United Way

SCHERZO (Under $50)
iGive.com

Karen Potterbaum
Robert & Heather Ray
ROI Business Services, LLC
Gay & John Rupert
Jane Monson Serbus
Sydney Schreiber
Jacqueline Shields Zars
The Sorensen Family
The Stevens Family
Nicole & Raquel Stockton
Jim & Carolyn Sward
Ellen Szalinski
Eleanor Tomasula
Ken Walther
The Wadelin Family
David Werdegar
Brian & Amanda Wilkinson

IN MEMORY OF MURIEL A. HICKOX
Kathy Matthews
Randal Swiggum

IN MEMORY OF JAY PAUL HOFFMAN
Diane Campbell

IN MEMORY OF JODEEN IMMER
Kathy Matthews

IN MEMORY OF SUSAN KELLERMAN
Kathy Matthews
Joanna Wester

IN MEMORY OF DENNIS JURS
Kathy Matthews, Joanna Wester, & Dana Vierck

IN MEMORY OF ROBERTA NAUMAN
Kathy Matthews, Verne & Joanna Wester

IN MEMORY OF RONALD ORLAND
Kathy Matthews

IN MEMORY OF VIOLINIST MAUD POWELL
Ed and Joyce McFarland
Dlugopolski

IN MEMORY OF BETH ROBERTSON
Kathy Matthews

IN MEMORY OF JACK ROESER
Kathy Matthews
Joanna Wester

IN MEMORY OF DR. WARD STARRETT
Kathy Matthews

IN MEMORY OF SUSAN TAPHORN
Mary Taphorn
Kathy Matthews
Joanna Wester

Joanna Wester

IN MEMORY OF SUSAN TAPHORN
Mary Taphorn
Kathy Matthews
Joanna Wester

IN MEMORY OF SUSAN KELLERMAN
Kathy Matthews

IN MEMORY OF BETH ROBERTSON
Kathy Matthews

IN MEMORY OF JACK ROESER
Kathy Matthews
Joanna Wester

IN MEMORY OF DR. WARD STARRETT
Kathy Matthews

IN MEMORY OF SUSAN TAPHORN
Mary Taphorn
Kathy Matthews
Joanna Wester

IN MEMORY OF SUSAN TAPHORN
Mary Taphorn
Kathy Matthews
Joanna Wester

IN MEMORY OF SUSAN TAPHORN
Mary Taphorn
Kathy Matthews
Joanna Wester

IN MEMORY OF SUSAN TAPHORN
Mary Taphorn
Kathy Matthews
Joanna Wester

IN MEMORY OF SUSAN TAPHORN
Mary Taphorn
Kathy Matthews
Joanna Wester

IN MEMORY OF SUSAN TAPHORN
Mary Taphorn
Kathy Matthews
Joanna Wester

IN MEMORY OF SUSAN TAPHORN
Mary Taphorn
Kathy Matthews
Joanna Wester
2015-16 DONORS continued

SCHOLARSHIPS
David Hunt & Doug Bella
Ron & Mary Beribak 
Floyd & Betty Brown
Kathryn Canny
Colonial Café and Ice Cream
Rick and Kitt Cook 
Christine & Michael Dohan
Tana Durnbaugh
Michael & Lisa Green 
Dr. Susan Van Duyne
Elgin Breakfast Rotary
Club Foundation
McNally’s Traditional Irish Pub
Claudia Fortney
Michelle Fortney
Nancy Gerney
Sylvia Grady
Tracey & Miko Kabeshita
Daniel & Karen Maki 
Kathy Matthews 
Annalee Mueller
Shari Neely
Kathe Pava 
St. Charles Noon Kiwanis Foundation
St. Charles Noon Rotary Foundation
John & Judy Scully
George & Jo Spindler
Gary & Mary Frances Starr
Randal Swiggum
Jeffrey & Lynette Wheeler 
IN-KIND DONATIONS
Steve Abbs 
Laureen Dame
Country Donuts
Elgin Community College Arts Center
Robert & Linda Hanson
Interlink Solutions (David Moller)
Donald Mattison
9INE (Noel Childs) 
Lori Rollins 
Jimmy & Kimberly Thompson
Susan Thorne
Town House Books & Café
Judy Van Dusen 
EYSO ENDOWMENT
Anonymous
Carol Barsena
Harry & Phyllis Blizzard
Betty Brown Promotions
Dr. Gwen Gage
Nancy Gerner
Don & Marge Haefliger
Bruce & Murna Hanseemann
Art & Nancy Schueneman
Patricia Tanner
Dr. Dorothy Wiese

FOR EYSO’S 40TH ANNIVERSARY SEASON,
JOIN THOUSANDS OF ALUMNI AND THEIR FAMILIES IN SUPPORTING AND STRENGTHENING EYSO’S NEXT FORTY YEARS.

Your $40 contribution to the 40 for 40 campaign will ensure that young musicians can continue to grow in confidence, artistry, and imagination, and join our roster of distinguished alumni.

Learn more and support the campaign at eyso.org/support-eyso.
IT’S ABOUT TIME!
I. MONUMENTAL

It is typical that we humans mark important anniversaries by reflecting on the past, celebrating milestones, reminiscing with fond memories, and taking stock of where we have been and where we are going—in other words: pondering who we are.

The EYSO—this year in its whirlwind 40th season—is no exception. We are celebrating our past with a series of special events and music from our history. But we are also doing more than that. In our usual fashion, we are digging deeper and actually exploring a big idea: our relationship with time itself.

Each of our concerts takes a different look at one aspect of music as “time-art.” In March, we will look at how music “works” in time, relying on our uniquely human ability to remember the past and predict the future. We intend to ponder, through great orchestral music, how music acts as a beautiful “container” for time and how it shapes our perception of time. Of course, at its simplest level, music marks time like the pendulum of a grandfather clock, as everyone knows who has ever noticed their own toe tapping along, seduced by music’s rhythmic groove.

In our May gala season finale we will look at Elgin as the “City of Time,” famous worldwide for the classic Elgin watch. We will present a musical retrospective of Elgin’s vibrant musical life over the last 150 years, as well as the many musical premieres and innovations that have distinguished the EYSO as one of the most progressive youth symphony programs anywhere.

Tonight, however, we look at our very human need to remember: to build monuments to recall heroic deeds, honor people we admire, mourn tragic loss, and pass on our cultural values. Throughout history, man has built such monuments—typically of granite or bronze. Tonight we hear monuments built of music.

Thank you for joining us for a truly monumental day of wonderful music making.

Randal Swiggum

P.S. We continue to celebrate what’s special about the EYSO and the long and storied musical history of Elgin through our Only in Elgin initiative, launched five years ago as part of our 35th anniversary celebration. Watch for the special logo to highlight what is truly unique and innovative about the EYSO.
In 1778, three weeks before the French entered the American Revolutionary War, *The Arethusa*, an English war ship, met the French ship *The Belle Poule* which was on a reconnaissance mission and a furious battle commenced. *The Belle Poule* lost 30 men but was able to escape when *The Arethusa* became badly damaged and was forced to retreat. France celebrated the battle as a victory.

Englishman Prince Hoare wrote a poem about the famous battle, but monumentalized it in a pro-English, victorious (and over confident) way; completely disregarding—lying by omission—the fact that the English were actually defeated. Another Englishman, William Shield, later set the poem to music, an already existing tune *Miss McDermott*, written by Turlough O’Carolan, and used it an opera in 1796 which gave the song its notoriety. Combining the words with a swaggering tune strengthens the text’s air of confidence and is what has given the song its lasting power. A great example of a musical monument with politicizing power, the song single-handedly reframed history for the British people.

Come all you jolly sailors bold,
Whose hearts are cast in honour’s mould,
While English glory I unfold,
Huzza to the Arethusa!

The famed Belle Poole, straight ahead did lie,
The Arethusa seem’d to fly,
Nor a sheet or a tack, or a brace did she slack;
Though the Frenchmen laughed and thought it stuff,
But they knew not the handful of men how tough
On board of the Arethusa!

In our arrangement of this tune for strings and percussion, confidence is exuded by its strong rhythmic drive. Crisp double sixteenth notes followed by a series of short marcato eighth notes are heard repeatedly through the piece, creating a military sound. In the middle of the piece, the sounds of “knocking” imitate perhaps the sounds of battle, or of sailors dancing.

**Symphony No.1 in D major**

Gustav Mahler (1860-1911)  
II. Scherzo  
arr. Sandra Dackow

The symphony is certainly the most monumental of all forms of instrumental music. But in the hands of Gustav Mahler the idea of “monumental” takes on a whole new meaning. Mahler thought of composing symphonies in this way: “A symphony must be like the world. It must contain everything.” And though his first symphony is his shortest—a mere 55 total minutes—it is expansive, colorful, and all-encompassing. Listening from beginning to end, it is clear the composer had a lot to say.

In Mahler’s First Symphony, its lively second movement pays homage to the Austrian Ländler, a rustic peasant dance that Mahler grew up with.

The music is in triple meter, often with an underlying rhythmic ostinato set up by the lower strings.

The music is boisterous and fun: exactly what you would expect from this popular dance. The melodic line features lilting, sweeping hooked and slurred bow strokes in the violins with a catchy melody. Listen for the sounds of yodeling in the introduction as Mahler transports us to his homeland with this lively dance.
Symphony No. 9: “From the New World”  
IV. Finale  

You know you have been on a good trip when something you experience sticks with you, even long after you return. A memory, something lasting that changed or affirmed your ways of thinking—your own intrinsic monument of sorts.

For Dvořák, the Czech composer who was in America as director of the National Conservatory in New York, it was something musical. Dvořák had always been interested in folk music and had already written many pieces with Czech (or at least Czech sounding) themes and folk melodies. And when he came to America, he listened closely and took careful note of the folk tunes of Native and African Americans. He was fascinated by them and realized that their simple melodic structure was worth exploring; a perfect canvas for artistic development.

Dvořák became inspired and influenced to compose his own melodies in a similar style. (Most of the melodies from which he created the entire symphony have only five notes.) Thus his Ninth Symphony, From the New World was conceived. A snapshot, or better yet, an artist’s rendering of his American impressions. A postcard for his Bohemian friends back home.

SINFONIA  
Jason Flaks, Conductor  
Andrew Masters, Associate Conductor  

An Irish Symphony  
II. The Fair Day  
III. In the Antrim Hills  

"Since I was a boy at Hillsborough I always had the idea of writing something in which I would try to get the flavor of village-life there, and the legends associated with the district and province. Although I have not explained it in words, the Irish Symphony is really an autobiography." This idea that music can conjure a scene speaks to its power, but it is a great challenge to accomplish successfully. This challenge is made easier with a programmatic note. It enables the listener to connect music to a people or place through a specific description by the composer, even though there is so much that isn’t known about the intricacies of the subject. It allows the listener to go a little deeper than, "That sounds Irish!"

II. Vivace ma non troppo Presto. ”The Fair Day”
Horses and cattle-noise and dust-swear. bargaining men. A recruiting sergeant with his gay ribbons, and the primitive village band. In the market place, old women selling ginger bread and “yellow-boy” and sweet fizzy drinks. A battered merry go-around.

III. Lento. ”In the Antrim Hills.”
This movement was suggested by a scene in a lonely farmhouse where a wake was being held. The music is in the shape of a wistful lament, and one of the principal themes is based on the tune Jimmy Mo Mhíle Stór which the words begin:

You maidens, now pity the sorrowful moan I make;  
I am a young girl in grief for my darling’s sake;  
My true love’s absence in sorrow I grieve full sore,  
And each day I lament for my Jimmy Mo Mhíle Stór.

The challenge of programmatic music is that it can limit the listener’s experience to the words of its description. The success of the piece is often measured by how believable it is. One choice Harty made to help create more connection was to use several Irish folk tunes. Jimmy Mo Mhíle Stór is just one of several folk tunes used in An Irish Symphony to deepen the programmatic connection with the music. The girl in the tune has lost her one true love to the call of the sea. Another tune capturing the energy of a scene is The Girl I Left Behind heard in the second movement:
The dames of France are fond and free
and Flemish lips are willing
and soft the maids of Italy
and Spanish eyes are thrilling.
Still though I bask beneath their smile
their charms fair to bind me
and my heart fall back to Erin’s Isle
to the girl I left behind me.

The irreverence of the lyrics (it is essentially an 18th century Irish version of the Beach Boys’ *California Girls*) and the energy of the tune only serve to enhance Harty’s description of this chaotic scene. These types of compositional choices made by the composer are key to the success of bringing programmatic music to life.

**Finlandia**

Jean Sibelius (1865-1957)

In the late 19th century, the political and cultural unrest of the Finnish people was reaching a tipping point. Russia’s political hold on Finland grew tighter and cultural life was becoming dominated by the Swedish. By 1899, the Finn’s deep desire to express their own national heritage was at an apex and a political demonstration was held in Helsinki that December (two months before the Russian Manifesto.) Sibelius was commissioned to write a stirring piece of music to be performed at the demonstration along with other displays of Finnish artwork. The piece resonated deeply with the Finnish people, affirming their sense of national identity and contributing to their efforts of uprising against Swedish culture and Russian political power. Finland eventually declared their independence from Russia in December of 1917.

Sinfonia studied the painting *Attack* (1899) by Finnish painter Edvard Isto which contains similar themes as *Finlandia*. The Russian eagle is seen attacking the Finnish maiden, taking the book of law from her hands under an oppressive dark and stormy background. Like the painting, the success of the symphonic poem *Finlandia* depends on the symbolism of the work.

The piece is in four distinct sections:

1. Introduction: The music is dark and looming. Scored in the low brass, sweeping crescendos and minor tonalities give the music a feeling of oppression. In response are mournful chorales in the woodwinds and stern, angry melodic lines in the strings.

2. A percussive brass fanfare with dotted eighth, sixteenth note rhythms awakens the listener like a “call to arms.” Frantic string triplets recall the stirrings of the people.

3. A large celebratory middle section continues the same dotted fanfare rhythm but in a rejoicing mood in a major key. Cymbal crashes and extended strains of syncopation give the music an extra jolt of momentum.

4. The hymn-like chorale melody, simple yet profound in both its melodic shape and harmonization, gives the music a moment of reflection, hope and peace. This tune captured the heart and imagination of its first listeners and instantly became a national symbol for the Finnish people. It continues to have a universal appeal and has been set to various hymn texts.

The piece ends with a restatement of the celebratory themes with an overlay of the hymn melody played in the brass that gives it a rousing finish.

**PHILHARMONIA**

Anthony Krempa, Conductor

**Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1**

Sir Edward Elgar (1857-1934)

(please see 4:30 program for notes)
PROGRAM / 4:30PM CONCERT

BRASS CHOIR

Jason Flaks, Conductor

Fanfare of Hope

An anniversary is the perfect time to look back on some highlights from EYSO history. **Fanfare of Hope** was the first commission for the EYSO Brass Choir and was an important bond in the relationship between the EYSO and the Wisconsin Brass Quintet. John Stevens was the longtime tubist in the WBQ and has been a great resource to the Brass Choir as it has grown in size and ability. He wrote a “sonic tornado” of a piece—a tremendous amount of music that happens in a short amount of time.

A strong rhythmic groove is established in the timpani during the first two measures, driving the entire opening section. As instruments enter, they seem to have the direction of their melodic lines dictated by the timpanist’s rhythm. The French Horns are saved for the second section of the piece and are introduced after a wild accelerando doubles the speed of the music. Where the music seemed heavy and controlled previously, the second section roars with energy as the horns play a fanfare that bounces along over ever changing rhythmic meters. There is a brief change in mood with a tense sounding accented rhythm in the trumpet before all instruments take up the melody in unison. A return to the opening follows with the timpani now taking a more subservient role to the brass. The tempo continues accelerating as previous material is rehashed before slowing for one final heroic statement of the horn melody.

**Symphony in Brass**

I. Andante-Allegro Molto

Eric Ewazen’s commitment to composition for brass instruments has made him beloved in the brass world. His writing is defined by a thoughtful blend of Romantic era melody and 20th century harmony. Although for several years he wrote challenging twelve-tone works (using the twelve notes of the chromatic scale equally), he ultimately decided “to write music that people want to listen to” and settled into a neo-impressionistic style. His music is lyrical, lush and evocative. Ewazen studied under Samuel Adler, Milton Babbitt, Warren Benson, Gunther Schuller and Joseph Schwantner, taking some of the compositional style of each composer with him in forging his own distinctive sound.

**Symphony in Brass**, which will be performed in its entirety over the course of the season, was commissioned by the Detroit Chamber Winds. The first movement opens with a lyrical melody that ebbs and flows with the accompaniment. The movement then takes off with a faster tempo and complex rhythmic figures that are shared throughout the group. Another Ewazen technique is to weave rhythmic and melodic snippets through different parts within a section. Every section ends up with really challenging links in the musical chain, and the musicians often need to function as a relay team.

Colossal statuary does not consist simply in making an enormous statue. It ought to produce an emotion in the breast of the spectator, not because of its volume, but because its size is in keeping with the idea that it interprets and with the place which it ought to occupy.

Frédéric-Auguste Bartholdi, sculptor and designer of the Statue of Liberty
SINFONIA & PHILHARMONIA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE

Joseph Beribak, Conductor

Music for Pieces of Wood

Music for Pieces of Wood challenges both the listeners and the performers to stretch the limits of their experience of time. It exists simultaneously in the past, present, and future. After the first player establishes the pulse, the second player spells out the essential rhythmic pattern of the whole piece. These first two players act as the anchors to the past and foreshadowers of what is to come. For these players, the challenge is to fulfill their role as anchors while staying present in the musical drama that unfolds. The other three performers take turns playing extended solos where they build up to the full pattern one note at a time. Then, they join the first 2 players as anchors to the past. They need to be sensitive to the way the music feels in the present tense in order to build their pattern up at the right pace. Listeners know that they can always rely on the safety of the familiar essential pattern if they get lost on their way, but they need to keep eyeing the future to appreciate the journey in the present. It is the journey to that expected pattern that creates the suspense and drama of this music. We all know where we’re going, but we don’t know exactly how to get there. We can see the future, but we need to be engrossed in the present to find the pathway to its fulfillment. (J. Beribak)

PHILHARMONIA CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

Anthony Krempa, Conductor

Variations on a Shaker Melody

Written at about the same time as Lincoln Portrait, Copland’s “Appalachian Spring” ballet was originally written for thirteen musicians. The music was aimed at creating an American theme and was eventually reworked into a concert version prominently featuring the Shaker hymn “Simple Gifts” in variation treatment.

’Tis the gift to be simple, ’tis the gift to be free
’Tis the gift to come down where we ought to be,
And when we find ourselves in the place just right, ’Twill be in the valley of love and delight.
When true simplicity is gained,
To bow and to bend we shan’t be ashamed,
To turn, turn will be our delight,
Till by turning, turning we come ’round right.

The opening clarinet, oboe and bassoon melodies put the light and quick melody firmly upfront to begin. Copland’s treatment of the melody through many variations traverse different energies and styles, with the piece closing as simply as it began.

A great life never dies. Great deeds are imperishable; great names immortal.
New York Times, April 28, 1867 on the dedication of Grant’s Tomb
PHILHARMONIA
Anthony Krempa, Conductor

Academic Festival Overture
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)

When the prolific composer Johannes Brahms was told he was to be presented with an honorary doctorate by Breslau University, he was naturally grateful. But when it was “suggested” that he compose a monumental work befitting the honor, he bristled. Brahms himself had never attended university, but had spent some time on campus with friends in his younger years. His answer to the request for a piece of music has become one of the most successful musical pranks in history.

The soft opening of the strings in a minor key suggests a serious subject ahead. But instead of the expected musical grandeur appropriate to honor Breslau’s esteemed faculty, Brahms chose student drinking tunes and fraternity songs. One of them, the “Fox Song”, was associated with a good-natured freshman hazing game. The brass choir presents the hymn “We Have Built a Stately House” collecting the entire ensemble in a rousing march. The first appearance of the “Fox Song” is with the whimsical sound of the bassoon. The combined brass and wind choir close the work with the famous “Gaudeamus Igitur”, with a masterful string counterpoint swirling the work to a close.

Today, many listeners (and musicians themselves) don’t recognize the endless parade of inside jokes that brought the students of Breslau to their feet, cheering. We tend to hear this work as a monument to sturdy German compositional style. But knowing Brahms’ winking quotations helps us hear the piece as he intended: an affectionate monument to young people everywhere.

Lincoln Portrait
Aaron Copland (1900-1990)

Featuring the Honorable David Kaptain, Mayor of Elgin, as narrator

When Aaron Copland was approached to compose a portrait of an “eminent American,” he considered many subjects. Walt Whitman, George Washington and Babe Ruth were among the great Americans considered but ultimately Copland settled on Abraham Lincoln. In the months following the attack on Pearl Harbor, emotions ran high, and Copland worked quickly toward a May 1942 premiere performance.

Copland’s choice of melodies that makes up the main body of the work is a mix of traditional western melodies and campfire songs. “Springfield Mountain,” a traditional eighteenth century ballad, opens the work in hollow wind and brass duets accompanied by simple string chords. The texture of the scoring evokes a feeling of longing and nostalgia. The Stephen Foster minstrel song “Camptown Races” takes center stage as a contrasting theme in the work, but fades as the narrator enters midway through the piece. The youthful nature of the melodies give way to a more serious tone as Lincoln’s words ring out over the orchestra. Copland himself assembled the texts of the narration, and chose them not for their familiarity, but for the way their original context (the fight against slavery) could be reinterpreted as a fight against fascism. Texts are taken from Lincoln’s address to Congress in 1862, the Lincoln-Douglas debate of 1858, and the Gettysburg Address.
**Pomp and Circumstance March No.1**
Sir Edward Elgar (1857-1934)

"I've got a tune that will knock 'em flat," Elgar called out to his friend Dora Penny as he put the finishing touches on this, the first in what would be a series of five Pomp and Circumstance marches. The date was May 10, 1901 and after its premieres in Liverpool and London (where it had to be encored twice "merely to restore order," according to conductor Henry Wood), it became immediately popular on both sides of the Atlantic. The American premiere took place in Chicago’s Auditorium Theatre, with Theodor Thomas conducting. For the 1902 coronation of King Edward VII in Westminster Abbey, the familiar trio section was fitted with the lyrics “Land of Hope and Glory” and it is this version that is sung each year as the closing of the Last Night of the Proms concert in London.

*Land of hope and glory, Mother of the free,*  
*How shall we extol thee, who are born of thee?*  
*Wider still and wider shall thy bounds be set;*  
*God, who made thee mighty, make thee mightier yet.*

Americans know this melody well, as the processional march for graduations, a tradition that began at Yale University in 1905. The piece is a true monument, embodying the complex emotions of a listening public—emotions of triumph, grandeur, and beginnings, but also nostalgia, sadness, and endings. (R. Swiggum)

---

**YOUTH SYMPOPHY**
Randal Swiggum, Conductor

**Pamatnik Lidicim (Memorial to Lidice)**
Bohuslav Martinu (1890-1959)

(please see 7:30 program for notes)

*Our deaths are not ours: They are yours,*  
*They will mean what you make of them*  
*Archibald MacLeish, "The Young Dead Soldiers", 1948*
EYSO CHAMBER MUSIC INSTITUTE CONCERTS

NOVEMBER 22, 2015
APRIL 24, 2016
SPARTAN AUDITORIUM
AT ECC ARTS CENTER

EYSO DOWNTON ABBEY TEA

MARCH 5, 2016
2–4PM
OSCAR SWAN, GENEVA

$45/per person
Call 847-841-7700 for tickets

5TH ANNUAL EYSO FACULTY RECITAL

JANUARY 10, 2016
2–3:00PM
Our skilled faculty and staff take the stage for an afternoon of eclectic chamber music.
SPARTAN AUDITORIUM
AT ECC ARTS CENTER

EYSO AUDITIONS

JUNE 2–5, 2016
FOR THE UPCOMING 2016/17 SEASON
“This school will change your life.”

KELLY KASLE, ’14

EASTMAN
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER

Learn more at esm.rochester.edu/apply
Your Chair is Waiting

WHERE WILL IT TAKE YOU?

music.depaul.edu
INTERLOCHEN AUDITIONS
MUSIC  DANCE  THEATRE  CHICAGO
JAN. 9, 2016

PRE-REGISTER AT:
www.interlochen.org/audition2016
French Connection with Isabella Lippi

Experience a concert at Elgin Symphony Orchestra

November 21 at 7:30 p.m.
November 22 at 2:30 p.m.
Hemmens Cultural Center, Elgin
Andrew Grams, conductor
Isabella Lippi, violin

Adams Tromba Lontana
Chausson Poème
Berlioz Rêverie et Caprice
Sibelius Symphony No. 2

Tickets start at just $30.
847-888-4000
ElginSymphony.Org

Elgin Symphony Orchestra
A Magical Event!

Saturday, November 28
1:30 p.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Hemmens Cultural Center, Elgin

Join the Elgin Symphony Orchestra for two magical concerts! Hear music and see film clips from your favorite Disney films such as Aladdin, The Lion King, The Little Mermaid, Mary Poppins and Frozen!
Costumes welcome!

Tickets range from $25-$45
Order today!
847-888-4000
ElginSymphony.Org
Lake Geneva Symphony Orchestra
2015-16
LakeGenevaOrchestra.org
262.359.9072

David Anderson, Music Director

2015-16 Season

STAR WARS & FROZEN

Halloween Family Concert
Saturday, October 24, 3:00 p.m.
Lake Geneva Middle School
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin

Vaugan Williams
London Symphony
Saturday, November 21, 7:30 p.m.
Calvary Community Church
Williams Bay, Wisconsin

Clarice Schilling
Hendel Harp Concerto

Calvary Community Church
Williams Bay, Wisconsin

The Dance Factory/Romeo and Juliet
Saturday, April 2, 7:30 p.m.
Elkhorn Area High School
Elkhorn, Wisconsin

Wong Fan Ting, violinist
Li Kuo Chang, violist

Mozart with CSO soloists
Saturday, May 14, 7:30 p.m.
Calvary Community Church
Williams Bay, Wisconsin

Elkhorn, Wisconsin
Elkhorn Area High School

Rong Yan Tang, violinist
Li Kuo Chang, violist

Chamber Music Series
Sunday, September 27
Sunday, January 24
Sunday, March 13

STAR WARS & FROZEN

Galá, “Evening In Paris”
Saturday, February 13, 7:00 p.m.
Riviera Ballroom
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin

Galá, “Evening In Paris”

The Birch Creek Difference:
- Study and perform in a concert setting with world-class professional musicians.
- Four two-week residential sessions with modern living and performance facilities.
- 2:1 student:faculty ratio.
- Accepting 2016 applications for advanced student musicians age 13-19.
- Partial scholarships available.

P.O. Box 230, Egg Harbor, WI 54209
920-868-3763 | birchcreek.org

BIRCH CREEK
Music Performance Center, Inc.
A Residential Summer Music Academy
in the heart of Door County, WI.
Bachelor’s degrees
Local. Flexible. Affordable.

Campuses in Elgin & Crystal Lake

Why stop now? Transfer your credits to Columbia College and earn a bachelor’s degree. Take classes in seat, online or both! Partner with ECC and MCC.

Get started at
CCIS.EDU

Columbia College of Missouri
established 1851

State Street
JEWELERS

230 W State St.
Geneva, IL 60134
630-232-2085

www.statestreetjewelers.com

Hours: Mon-Fri 10-6, Thurs 10-8,
Sat 10-5 & Sun 11-4

Just Married

Still Married

We're with you every step of the journey!
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN

Discover **Music** at Illinois

**OPEN HOUSE DATES**
October 8th, 2015
March 29th, 2016

**JUNIOR MOCK AUDITION DATE**
January 23, 2016

**AUDITION DATES**
January 22 and 23, 2016
February 5 and 6, 2016
February 12 and 13, 2016

**ILLINOIS SUMMER YOUTH MUSIC**
One week summer programs for students completing grades 5-12.
Session I: June 19-25
Session II: June 26-July 2
Session III: July 10-16

**SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES**
- Guaranteed scholarships for admitted freshman BM and BME violin students: go.illinois.edu/violin
- Talent scholarships for Music Majors: go.illinois.edu/talentaid
- FAA High School Competition - Open to Freshman through Seniors: go.illinois.edu/FAAcomp

SCHOOL OF MUSIC | COLLEGE OF FINE + APPLIED ARTS

music.illinois.edu
Find Your Future Here

North Park University is an accredited institutional member of the National Association of Schools of Music.

At North Park, you’ll get the personalized attention and performance opportunities you need to reach your goals—in the classroom, on the stage, and throughout the city of Chicago.

Undergraduate Auditions:
February 20 and March 5, 2016

For more information, contact:
Dr. Rebecca Ryan, Music Recruiter
(773) 244-5623
rryan@northpark.edu

www.northpark.edu/music

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
NORTH PARK UNIVERSITY

VIOLAS  VIOLINS  CELLOS

Proudly Headquartered in Geneva

StringWorks has become a leading worldwide brand for stringed instruments, and we would like to formally invite you to visit our showroom in downtown Geneva.

After 17 years in Wisconsin, we’ve moved our showrooms here to the Fox Valley.

StringWorks
327 Franklin St.
Geneva, IL 60134
Open Tue-Sat
630-454-5714
www.stringworks.com

THE LITTLE TRAVELER
You can always count on us…
to celebrate the magic of music.

ALEX AND ANI

Brighton®

404 S. Third St., Geneva, IL •630-232-4200•littletraveler.com
QuickBooks Online, Desktop, and Enterprise editions

Overall analysis of accounting structure

Chart of accounts development and improvement

Custom report building, including income statement and balance sheet

Budgeting and forecasting

Knowledgeable in for profit and nonprofit accounting practices, including grants, donations, and restricted funds

Accounting system maintenance or oversight

Can provide a discount on the purchase of some QuickBooks products
Integrative Family Healthcare

Dr. Colleen Noe, DC
1400 Lincoln Highway,
Suite C, Saint Charles, IL 60174
www.ifhealthcare.com
(630) 549-7199

BraVo! Media
The Voice of YOUR Business
Commercial Voice-over and Narration

Cindy Bravos
630.638.1391
P.O. Box 915 • St. Charles, IL 60174
www.cindybravos.com

Dr. Colleen Noe, DC
1400 Lincoln Highway,
Suite C, Saint Charles, IL 60174
www.ifhealthcare.com
(630) 549-7199

Doug Hanson Photography
Portraits
Headshots
Groups
Events

DougHansonArt.com

Cassandra Strings
A Tradition of Music & Education
Sales, Repairs, Rentals,
Lessons & Accessories of
Violin Family Instruments

215 S. Main Street • Algonquin, IL 60102
847.458.7386 • www.CassandraStrings.com

Kyla Duewel
Special Events Producer

Elegante Cuisine
Catering & Event Planning

SUBURBS 847.806.0000 X229
CHICAGO 312.466.9800 X229
FAX 847.806.0064
EMAIL KDUEWEL@ELEGANTE.NET
WEB ELEGANTE.NET

1161 Pagni Drive | Elk Grove Village | Illinois 60007
KENNETH STEIN VIOLINS

Dealers of Fine Instruments for the Aspiring Artist
Large selection of Violins, Violas, Cellos, and Bows
Exceptional Restorations, Repairs, and Rehairs
Superior Rental Violins, Violas, and Cellos

(630) 782-0273
172 N. York St
Elmhurst, IL 60126
www.steinviolins.com
steinviolins@gmail.com

Oscar Swan
“Celebrating Life’s Special Occasions”
Nina Heymann
1800 West State Street
Geneva, IL 60134
www.oscarswan.com
(630) 232-0173

MIKE SUMA
Owner
853 S. Randall Rd.
Elgin, IL 60123

W: 847.717.3000
F: 847.717.3100
mikes@oldtownpizzaco.com
www.oldtownpizzaco.com

Music at NIU

Beautiful, modern music building
with its own library, classrooms
- 125 practice rooms—many with Steinway grand pianos
- spacious instrumental and choral rehearsal rooms, a central hall
- Boutell Memorial Concert Hall
- ensemble rehearsal rooms
- recording studios

Approximately 250 undergraduate and graduate music majors
Degree programs include
- Bachelor of Music with a variety of areas of study
- Bachelor of Arts
- Master of Music with a full complement of majors
- Performance Certificate in Music
- Individualized degree programs for graduate students interested in nontraditional courses of study

For more information please contact:
Lynn Slater, Coordinator of Admissions
815-753-1346, slaters@niu.edu
niu.edu/music

GMD
General Medical Devices, Inc.
The Most Trusted Name in Medical Supplies
www.aedprofessional.com

Sudden Cardiac Arrest (SCA) Can Kill Anyone, Anywhere, Anytime.
AED (Automated External Defibrillator) is the only device that can restore the SCA victim’s heart rhythm to normal. Do you know, anyone can use AED and save a life.
For more information please visit our website or call 888-541-2307

Authorized Dealer & Distributor:
Philips, Medtronic/Physio-Control, GE Healthcare Zoll,
Defibtech, Nihon Kohden & Prestan
Corporate Office:
340 W. Colfax, Palatine, IL 60067 (U.S.A.) 847-202-3858
888-541-2307  Fax: 888-879-7795

AED-Automated External Defibrillators, Diagnostic Cardiology, Portable X-Ray Machines
Imaging, ECG Medical Equipment, First Aid Oxygen & CPR/AED Training

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
School of Music
College of Visual and Performing Arts
The NSO is committed to supporting and developing outstanding young soloists. Featured performers this season include rising stars from the Music Institute of Chicago Academy and include Joshua Brown who was the 2nd Place Winner of the 2015 Cooper International Violin Competition with the Cleveland Orchestra.

“Orchestral playing of remarkable power, brilliance and commitment!”
– John von Rhein, Chicago Tribune

2015–2016 A Season of Symphonic Splendor

Onstage Commentary by Maestro Lawrence Rapchak
Pre-Concert Lecture with Jim Kendros at 2:30 pm

October 11, 2015
Between Heaven and Earth
Mahler
Symphony No. 4 in G Major

November 15, 2015
Romantic Vienna
Schubert
Symphony No. 9 (“The Great”)

January 17, 2016
Celestial Brilliance
Mozart
Symphonies No. 28 and No. 30

March 6, 2016
Bohemian Odyssey
Dvorak
Symphony No. 5 in F Major

May 15, 2016
Royal Treasures from Saxony
Schumann
Symphony No. 2 in C Major

Concerts are held Sundays at 4 pm at the Sheely Center for the Performing Arts on the campus of Glenbrook North High School, 2300 Shermer Road, Northbrook, IL 60062 with ample free parking.
Rossini’s Petite Messe Solennelle
Sunday, November 15, 2015, 3:30 p.m.
Blizzard Theatre
Elgin Community College
Andrew Lewis, conductor & music director

Call 847.622.0300 for Tickets.
www.elginmasterchorale.org
It was fitting that the first concert of the EYSO’s 40th anniversary season open with a premiere of a newly commissioned piece by Robert Hanson. Hanson is not only a prolific composer, but was the longtime music director of the Elgin Symphony Orchestra, which gained national attention as one of the most successful regional orchestras in the country. He was also the founding conductor of the EYSO and has been one of its biggest supporters.

Like many composers, Hanson has frequently been commissioned to write musical “monuments”—pieces intended to commemorate events, celebrate milestones, or pay tribute to notable persons. This fanfare marks the EYSO’s anniversary by quoting another monumental work on tonight’s program: the violin concerto of Jean Sibelius. Hanson has borrowed the characteristic texture of its first movement opening, but cannily using the melodic motif of its third movement, with its muscular rhythm ironed out and recast as gauzy, shimmering strings. A heroic brass fanfare quotes the dramatic theme from the concerto’s second movement.

The piece is also inscribed with another layer of meaning, honoring a second “Jean”: it pays loving tribute to the composer’s own mother, Jean Hanson, who died one year ago, in November 2014.

When the Elgin Youth Symphony inaugurated its honors string quartet, the Maud Powell Quartet, in 2007, one of its several purposes was to build a “monument” to Maud Powell (1867-1920), raising awareness of the girl from Aurora, Illinois who became the first American virtuoso violinist and a true international music superstar. Powell made her debut in Europe where she entranced audiences, not only by her powerful playing but probably also because of the novelty of being a woman and a woman from the frontier of Illinois. Her career crisscrossed the world, and included playing the American premiere of the Tchaikovsky violin concerto, playing the Saint-Saëns and Sibelius concertos with their composers conducting, performing the Beethoven violin concerto with the New York Philharmonic under the baton of Gustav Mahler, and traveling the globe as featured soloist with the John Phillip Sousa Band. Always the pioneer, she also became the first solo instrumentalist to record for the new Victor Red Seal Label beginning in 1904. Powell’s endlessly fascinating story is detailed in Karen Shaffer’s definitive 1988 biography Maud Powell, Pioneer American Violinist.

Maud Powell herself also played in a string quartet. She formed her first Maud Powell String Quartet in 1894 with, of course, three other men, a virtually unheard of scenario. It seemed inevitable that the EYSO would eventually commission a substantial new piece of music, both to add to the rich string quartet repertoire and to highlight Maud’s legacy as a truly visionary performer and educator.
The work is structured traditionally, in three movements of contrasting moods that suggest not only aspects of Maud’s biography, but also evoke her era and musical milieu. Aurora Aura begins with a gracious 19th century–style melody, in a rocking 9/8 time. It is, in the words of the composer, “redolent of a gentle, more rural time, and perhaps at dawn (auroras), the dawn of Maud’s life.” In the middle of the movement, a second melody appears with a distinctly American flavor—generous, open-hearted, cheerful and fresh—the kind of Stephen Foster–esque folk like melody that is easy to whistle and remember (but notoriously difficult to compose). A return to the first melody brings the piece to a gentle close.

The second movement, Waltzes for Maud, was composed first and is also in ABA form. For us, the waltz has become the representative time signature of the 19th century and evokes not only the glittering capitals of Europe with their grand ballrooms and opulent concert halls, but also the barn dances and saloons of frontier America. Both were parts of Maud’s musical life that she embraced graciously and easily.

Making Tracks, the third movement, is a rollicking train ride. Cast in sonata form, with motor rhythms and energetic counterpoint, often in canonic interplay, it is the perfect example of invention—a small amount of musical material constantly being developed, inverted, fragmented, and tossed about. In the middle of the movement, the train finally slows to a stop, followed by a serene, lyrical melody, according to the composer “reminiscent of the prayer ‘Now I lay me down to sleep’”. With a very slow and deliberate accelerando, the train builds up steam again and hurtles toward its jubilant, major key finale.

It’s fitting that the quartet ends with an evocation of a train ride—this was the way Maud Powell brought classical music to the American frontier. At age 20, she first set off on what would become her life’s mission: to not just play for the rich and famous in the concert halls of Europe, but to bring the life–changing power of classical music, as she saw it, to the masses. Christopher Roberts wrote, “Accompanied by a pianist, a few suitcases of clothes, and her violin, she played to cowboys in roughneck frontier saloons, to farmers in drafty barns, to miners and railroad workers, and anyone else who turned out to hear her play. Nearly always, the audience was composed of everyone in town, or everyone who could fit into the venue she chose.”

The payoff for the long rides on smoke-filled trains and the 3am wake-up calls to catch the next train came quickly. Upon returning to a far–flung location a year or so after playing there—maybe Bellingham, Washington, one year, perhaps San Antonio, Texas, the next—she would find something new: local music. Karen Shaffer wrote, “Every time she went back where she’d been before, she could see the growth and appreciation of classical music. She’d come back and, boom, there was an orchestra.”

Daniel Brewbaker’s works have been performed by leading orchestras, choirs, and soloists throughout the world. In 1999, Valery Gergiev conducted the Kirov Orchestra and Chorus in his The Poet, a 25 minute work commissioned for the 200th anniversary of Pushkin’s birth, and the first commission by the Kirov of an American composer. In 2005, Vadim Repin premiered Brewbaker’s Violin Concerto, commissioned by Yuri Temirkanov and the Baltimore Symphony. Brewbaker was born in Elgin and began composing as a teen at Elgin High School. He attended the University of Illinois and the Juilliard School, which premiered his String Quartet No. 2 in April of 2006, in honor of the school’s 100th anniversary.

The original commissioning of this piece was made possible by the Elgin Cultural Arts Commission, the Hoffer Foundation, Ed and Joyce McFarland Dlugopolski, and an anonymous donor. The score bears the inscription: To the Maud Powell Quartet, past, present, and future.

Now in its ninth season, the Maud Powell String Quartet is the premiere string quartet of the Elgin Youth Symphony Orchestra Chamber Music Institute, selected by competitive audition in June, and offered on full scholarship. A one–of–a–kind program among youth orchestras anywhere, it provides a chance to study and perform the most significant chamber music literature at the highest level and to work with some of the finest artist teachers and chamber music coaches in the world. The Quartet works with regular coach Gina DiBello, violinist with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, and guest coaches including Rachel Barton Pine, Charlie Pikler, Isabella Lippi, Roland Vamos, Jaime Laredo, and members of the Pacifica Quartet. The Maud Powell String Quartet is made possible by the generosity of the quartet’s founding sponsors and longtime EYSO patrons Ed and Joyce McFarland Dlugopolski.
A printed musical score can be thought of as a description of sounds. Composers indicate which instruments play and at what time they play. For most of the orchestra instruments, composers can ask for an instrument by name, and the sound they hear will match the sound they imagined pretty well. However, percussion instruments with the same name (i.e., cymbals, tom-toms, wood planks, tin cans, etc.) often have drastically different sounds. As a result, the sound composers imagine might not match the sound of the actual instruments that the performers own. When writing *Catfish*, Mark Applebaum gives a description of the sounds he wants to hear from the instruments, rather than asking for the instruments by name. He says that there should be nine instruments: 3 metal, 3 wood, and 3 skin. There should be three distinct pitches within each group. The length of the decay of all instruments should be equal. The mallets should be chosen to facilitate dynamic balance. Then, Applebaum describes the character of the piece:

"*Catfish* was originally the overture to a planned but later abandoned multi-movement dramatic oratorio, in reaction to the peculiar cultural richness of Starkville, Mississippi. Unsure of its own location on a continuum from trivia to mythology, the work features house-hunting safaris with an idiosyncratic local realtor/information oracle, chancy excursions into Walmart, rain delays at the Golden Triangle Regional Airport, and warm visits with the local Ford dealer whose television commercials end with the grinning declaration ‘I ain’t gonna lie to you.’"

On the surface, it may seem that Applebaum doesn’t care how the instruments sound because he hasn’t told the performers what instruments to play. However, his description of the physical sounds combined with his vivid imagery of the essence of the music narrows the parameters down much finer than simply indicating the names of the instruments would. Additionally, by giving the responsibility of the choosing the instruments over to the performers, he ensures that they will think more carefully about their sounds. After all, they may only own one pair of bongos, but they likely have a wide array of membranophones (skin instruments) from which to choose. They won’t choose an instrument because it’s the only one they have. They’ll choose the instrument because it best matches the needs of the music. Applebaum takes more control over the sound by giving the performers more freedom to exercise their intellectual muscles. (J. Beribak)
On the night of June 9, 1942, Nazi forces surrounded the village of Lidice, and rounded up all its citizens (none of whom had any connection to the assassination). The 173 men and boys over sixteen were locked in a barn and then shot in groups of ten throughout the morning. 198 women were deported to Ravensbruck concentration camp. A few children deemed “Aryan in appearance” were sent away to be raised by Nazi families and the other 98 were taken to Chelmno extermination camp and gassed.

Under Hitler’s orders, the village was burned, the houses blown up, all livestock killed, orchards dug up, the stream near the village was rerouted, and even the cemetery was exhumed—no sign of the village would remain. Unlike much of the Nazis’ plans which were carried out in secret, this destruction was carefully documented, filmed, and announced widely—a display of Nazi power intended to intimidate any opposition.

The world was stunned. In Darien, Connecticut, exiled composer Bohuslav Martinu, who had himself narrowly escaped the Nazi invasion of Paris, reacted with horror to the news from his homeland. Within months he began sketching his *Memorial to Lidice*, but struggled with the form the piece should take. A full year later, with some time and psychological distance, he finished the piece in August, and it was performed by the New York Philharmonic in Carnegie Hall in October 1943, as the war reached its darkest days.

The piece is like many monuments throughout history: it is multi-layered in its effect and open to various interpretations. Listeners will hear sadness, certainly, but may also hear fear or defiance, hope, and even peace. Any of these single words, however, do not capture the richness of feeling in Martinu’s searing harmonies and masterful use of orchestral color—from the dense textures of the opening chords to the poignant intimacy of just two or three instruments singing gently together. Throughout the piece, Martinu makes use of the most famous Czech melody, the medieval chorale to St. Wenceslas, venerated Czech patron saint. Near the end of the piece, horns ring out with the short motif of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony—a musical shorthand for strength and heroism certainly, but also the theme of the BBC’s “victory” broadcasts.

Hitler’s plan to obliterate the memory of Lidice utterly failed. A movement to remember Lidice began within days and quickly spread throughout the world. Towns, public squares, and streets throughout the United States, South America, England, and Bulgaria which were immediately renamed “Lidice” (including the neighborhood in Crest Hill). Through thousands of contributions from people around the world, the village of Lidice was eventually rebuilt. And our own Youth Symphony members are now part of a living monument: *Lidice Shall Live!*
Concerto for Violin in D Minor, Op. 47

Jean Sibelius (1865-1957)

I. Allegro moderato
II. Adagio di molto
III. Allegro, ma non tanto

Rachel Barton Pine, violin

Ms. Pine’s appearance is made possible by the generosity of Ed & Joyce McFarland Dlugopolski.

Did Maud Powell know that it would be her American premiere of this piece in 1906 that would firmly establish it as a towering monument of symphonic violin repertoire? Indeed, today it is easily the most performed and recorded violin concerto of the 20th century. But it was not always so.

Maud thought of herself as a pioneer, in the mold of her uncle John Wesley Powell who led the first expedition through the Grand Canyon, and her father, an innovative superintendent of schools in Aurora, who she considered a revolutionary, path-breaking educator. So it was as a pioneer that she eagerly studied Sibelius’ new violin concerto, which she had received in the spring of 1906. She said:

I never am so happy as when working out something which I never heard before and which under ordinary circumstances is practically unknown, then comes that feeling of exploration and I love new and undiscovered country. I have worked with this concerto for over six months. I never play it without finding something which I never dreamed of before.

She had never heard it played. In fact, no one in America had—it had only been performed for the first time in October 1905 in Berlin, with Richard Strauss conducting, and Carl Halir as soloist. The piece had not been well received and audiences had struggled to make sense of it. But Maud recognized its monumental greatness—in her excitement, she wrote, “It is a gigantic, rugged thing, an epic really…It is on new lines and has a new technique. O, it is wonderful.”

Maud worked tirelessly to create interest and understanding of the piece in New York City, giving interviews and private “previews” and even having a framed photograph from Jean Sibelius himself framed for display in the window of G. Schirmer’s music store, on which the composer had inscribed, “To the Violin Queen, Miss Maud Powell, with gratitude—Jean Sibelius.”

On November 30, 1906, Maud enthusiastically presented the concerto in Carnegie Hall with the New York Philharmonic, Wassily Safonoff, conducting. The critics praised her playing, but were generally underwhelmed by the new piece. The New York Times described the new work as limited by its “paucity of ideas, its great length and almost unrelieved somberness of mood.” The New York Sun was hostile: “The concerto is of the Finns, finny. It is of the North, rugged. It is of the Russ, rude. It is of the fiddle, technical. It is almost everything except beautiful…Miss Powell played it superbly…But why did she put all that magnificent art into this sour and crabbed concerto?”

Some in the audience recognized the greatness of the piece, including Camille Saint-Saëns, who applauded vigorously. But most assumed the piece would be consigned to oblivion.

Maud, however, had her own plan: introduce the piece to a new audience. Just two months later, she was in Chicago. On January 25, 1907 she performed the piece again with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, with Frederick Stock conducting. The audience went wild, and the third movement even had to be encored. The critics raved, with The Chicago Tribune even suggesting that the New York musical public might not have grasped the music’s importance because that orchestra’s presentation was “inadequate.”

Maud Powell continued to champion the concerto the rest of her career, explaining to those who continued to doubt its greatness that “it simply isn’t a thing you get fully at first hearing.” By 1911, she had been contracted to return to play it again with the New York Philharmonic, with none other than Gustav Mahler as conductor. (Illness prevented Mahler from conducting; in two months he would be dead.) Her last performance of the piece was under the baton of Sibelius himself, during his first and only visit to the United States in June 1914, at the Norfolk Festival in Connecticut, an experience of profound significance to Maud Powell. Fittingly, her final recital in Carnegie Hall in 1918 included the concerto’s first movement—the last time she would play it before she died.

Today the piece is so familiar and beloved that it’s hard to imagine it was ever anything but a monument of the violin repertoire. It still retains what Maud Powell herself referred to as a “haunting grip on the imagination” but its structure is now seen as quite conventional. The first movement, in traditional sonata form, opens with a sound instantly recognizable as perhaps the most poetic in the repertory: a gauzy string texture and an almost immediate entrance of the solo violin.
with a poignant, lonely melody which is developed in a short cadenza. The second theme is “discovered” quietly in a uniquely Sibelius way by bassoon and clarinet, before the violin takes it up passionately. And once again, a new melody is suggested in the background by solo viola, only to become the third theme: a vigorous, almost violent march. An extended violin cadenza serves as the movement’s development section before a recapitulation presents all three themes once again, but renewed.

The second movement, in a large ABA form is an achingly beautiful song for the violin, with subtle touches of harmonic dissonance which make it more about shadow than light. Finnish poet Lassi Nummi described how the movement reshapes our sense of time:

“A tune so unornamented, so irresistible, so mercilessly beautiful that matter, the heavy tissue of man’s soul seems for a moment to give way, to bend, to surrender to beauty. Time stands still. Time flows on through time, towards an endless beginning.

Sibelius described the final movement, a rondo, as a "danse macabre across the Finnish wastelands.” It is the most showy and virtuosic movement but also tightly constructed, with a sinister theme in the violin which reappears several times, like an incantation ritual, before a kind of victory over darkness is proclaimed in its last few bars.

**Rachel Barton Pine**

In both art and life, violinist Rachel Barton Pine has an extraordinary ability to connect with people. Celebrated as a great interpreter of classical works, her performances portray her innate gift for emotional communication whilst combining a powerful display of her flawless technique, lustrous tone and infectious joy in music-making.

Having made her debut with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra at age 10 with Erich Leinsdorf conducting, Pine has since performed with many of the world’s most prestigious orchestras including Montreal, Vienna, Iceland, Bournemouth and New Zealand Symphonies; the Philadelphia Orchestra, the Royal Philharmonic, Royal Scottish National Orchestra, Camerata Salzburg, Scottish and Israel Chamber Orchestras, the Netherlands Radio Kamer Filharmonie and at the Salzburg Festival. She has worked with conductors such as Charles Dutoit, Zubin Mehta, Neeme Järvi, Marin Alsop, Erich Leinsdorf and John Nelson.

Recent and future highlights include a project with Sir Neville Marriner and the Academy of St. Martin in the Fields recording all Mozart Violin Concerti, released in January 2015 as well as another triumphant return to the Ravinia Festival (following on from the success of her soldout performances of Paganini’s Caprices the previous year).

Rachel Barton Pine is a top prize winner from several of the world’s leading competitions, including a gold medal at the 1992 J.S Bach International Violin Competition in Leipzig and other top awards from International Violin Competitions around the world including Kreisler Vienna (1992), Szigeti Budapest (1992) and Montreal (1991).

Rachel Barton Pine has an extensive discography having released recordings with labels such as Cedille, Warner Classics, and Dorian. Most notably she has recorded the Brahms and Joachim Violin Concertos with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and conductor Carlos Kalmar. Her other recordings are testament to her innovative spirit; discs such as American Virtuosa: Tribute to Maud Powell are the work of a musician whose enormous technique is matched by a comparably probing intellect.

Outside the concert hall, Rachel Barton Pine is a dedicated philanthropist and supporter of outreach and educational projects. Her Rachel Elizabeth Barton Foundation was created to assist young artists through all aspects of their budding careers and also raises funds for Global Heartstrings – supporting musicians in developing countries.

Rachel Barton Pine lives in Chicago and performs on the Joseph Guarnerius del Gesu (Cremona 1742), known as the “ex-Soldat”, on generous loan from her patron.
Symphony No. 1 ("Titan")

Gustav Mahler (1860-1911)

I. Langsam, schleppend [slowly, dragging].
Immer sehr gemächlich [very restrained throughout]

II. Kräftig bewegt, doch nicht zu schnell [Moving strongly, but not too quickly]
Trio—a Ländler

Since the time of Beethoven, the symphony (as a musical form) has been seen as a monument. With its gigantic formal architecture and associations with the sublime, it was thought to go beyond the experience of the individual listener to the collective whole of a large, gathered audience. Experienced in community, in a public space, it became—especially in the Austro-German tradition—an institution inscribed with cultural values and signifying a kind of permanence and timelessness. It was a source of cultural and national pride.

Some monuments are constructed with this self-conscious sense of ideological importance and others acquire their monumental status over the passage of time. Mahler’s First Symphony is both.

Mahler was very aware of the colossal cultural legacy of Mozart, Beethoven, and Brahms, and felt its burden acutely in his own first attempt at a symphony. His first attempt, however, resulted in a masterpiece, even at age 28. Although its first performances were met with mixed reactions, the piece is today among the most successful and cherished of large-scale concert works. How did this happen?

It has been suggested that it is Mahler’s mix of optimism and neurosis that has made him so in tune with our own time. The optimism speaks to the enduring need for a reminder that life can be beautiful; the neurosis reflects the state of Western society, to a remarkably accurate degree for a composer who died nearly 90 years ago. "My time will come," Mahler stated, commenting on his music’s lack of widespread acceptance during his lifetime. How right he was!

"A symphony should be like the world," Mahler told Jean Sibelius in 1907, "it must contain everything." Each of Mahler’s major compositions, in its own way, seeks to express a world’s worth of emotion and experience. The same symphony, or even the same movement of a symphony, may contain any or all of the following: heroism and tragedy, nobility and satire, simplicity and sophistication, despair and contentment. Massive blocks of orchestral sound dissolve into passages scored with the delicacy of chamber music. Raucous marching bands and whirling, stamping country dancers rub shoulders with angelic, heavenly choirs. This is the unique sound-world of Gustav Mahler.

Reactions to his First Symphony reflect a century’s worth of change in musical taste. What struck so many ears as shapeless and vulgar in 1889 has become loveable, even quaint. This robust score bursts with the boldness and fire of youth, proudly displays a burgeoning mastery of orchestration, and flirts cheekily with traditional ideas of good taste.

Mahler began sketching the work which became Symphony No. 1 in 1884. At this piece’s early performances, Mahler called it not a symphony, but a symphonic poem; it consisted of five movements divided into two parts. Later, he published a descriptive program for it, detailing various concepts which were allegedly portrayed in the music: nature’s awakening after the long sleep of winter (first movement); the hunter’s funeral procession (third movement); from the inferno to paradise (fourth movement), and so forth. At other times, he associated it with The Titan, a novel by one of his favorite authors, Jean Paul. Mahler eventually tried to disavow all these outside inspirations, as he would with various later works. He confessed that he made them up after composing the music, in the sole hope of making it easier to understand.

The first movement begins "like a sound of nature," with fanfares and bird calls sounding from the distance over the gentle hum of the universe, tuned to A-natural and scattered over seven octaves. The idea is one borrowed from Beethoven, whose Ninth Symphony opens with bits and pieces that gradually become music. It took Mahler a long time to get the opening to sound the way he wanted it; every effect is precisely calculated, with consideration given not only to the most delicate shades of dynamics, but to the placement of the players on and off the stage.

A cuckoo—unlike Beethoven’s cuckoo in the Pastoral Symphony, it sings the interval of a fourth instead of a third—eventually pushes the sounds of nature into a lovely, rolling melody. That tune, beginning with the cuckoo’s descending fourth, comes from Mahler’s song, "Ging heut’ Morgen übers Feld" (I went through the fields this morning), and its proud walking music takes Mahler a long way. Mahler reinvents the song as he goes, reshuffling phrases and motives so that even someone who knows the song finds this music continually fresh. The interval of the fourth will prove significant, not just to the ending of this movement, but to each of the symphony’s four movements (to be performed in entirety under the direction of Daniel Boico in March 2016).
Next comes a brief scherzo set in motion by the foot-stomping dances and yodeling that Mahler heard and had already put to good use in one of his first songs, “Hans und Grete,” in 1880. “Dance around, around!” the song goes. “Let whoever is happy weave in and out! Let whoever has cares find his way home.” There is a wistful trio, music Mahler might have heard in a Viennese café, more full of cares than joy, and then the ländler resumes.

Mahler knew that many people, including his own wife Alma, disliked his First Symphony. For years the piece led an unhappy existence, greeted by chilly receptions whenever it was played and plagued by the composer’s continual fussing, both over details and the big picture. No other symphony gave him so much trouble. He couldn’t even decide if this music was a symphonic poem, a program symphony, or a symphony plain and simple—or whether it should contain four or five movements. Figuring all that out was not an act of indecisiveness, but of exploration. And by the time Mahler published this music as his Symphony no. 1 some fifteen years after he began it, he had not only discovered for himself what a symphony could be, but he had changed the way we have defined that familiar word ever since. (R. Swiggum/P. Huscher)
PRIVATE INSTRUCTORS

VIOLIN
Bernardo Arias
Codruta Ban
Dana Bellew
Lamar Blum
Rita Borkowski
Louise Brodie
Stella Childs
Lisa Chodorowski
Denise Connolly
David Dai
Carol Dylan
Jusun Eo
Bernardo Arias
Codruta Ban
Dana Bellew
Lamar Blum
Rita Borkowski
Louise Brodie
Stella Childs
Lisa Chodorowski
Denise Connolly
David Dai
Carol Dylan
Jusun Eo

BASS
Andy Anderson
Virginia Dixon
Brian Ferguson
Brad Pfiel
Tracy Rosenkranz

FLUTE
Kathleen Bremer
Maria Fadrowski
Kathleen Goll Wilson
Lynne Green
Heidi Hendricks
Cate Hummel
Julie Koidin
Melanie Mathew
Scott Mellick
Kari Rothmeyer

OBOE
Depra Freedland
Kathy Green
Naomi Matsunaga
Kristine Mertens
Deb Nielsen
Tim Omerud
Julie Popplewel
Sona Rhode
Judith Schneider

CLARINET
Bev Anderson
Laurie Beard
Kathy Pirle
Marianne Rice
Maggie Rimnac
Joan Summerfield
Jennifer Swenson
Deb Zelman

BASSOON
Theresa Brooks
Martha Cavender
Gwyn Downey
Kim Richter

HORN
Wanda Braden
Nancy Fako
Russ Henning
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Michael Kasper
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Ingrid Mullane
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Susan O'zvath
Olivia Pannell
Jason Reiff
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TRUMPET
Mark Baldin
Kevin Dobbeck
Jason Flaks
Zach Geller
Mark Ponzo
Thomas Tait

TROMBONE
Mark Bettcher
Mark Fry
John Mose
Keith O'zvath
Olivia Pannell
Bryan Tipps
Bobby Vreizen

EUPHONIUM
Scott Tegge

TUBA
Scott Tegge

PERCUSSION
Joe Beribak
Mark Botti
Jeff King
Alvin Lane
Jeff Matter
Christine Rehyem
Walt Schneider

HARP
Nichole Luchs
Brittany Smith

PIANO
Cheryl Lim
Eva Woo

* Denotes EYSO Alum or parent of Alum
Denotes parent of current EYSO student
The EYSO apologizes for any omissions or inaccuracies in the private music instructor and school director lists. Please contact the EYSO office at office@eyso.org or 847-841-7700 with additions or corrections.
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ALGONQUIN
Mark Bettcher
Vince Genualdi
Amy Joan
Keith Riffel
Nicole Schmidt

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Chris Buti
Kevin Carroll
Joshua Stewart

AURORA
Maura Brown
John William Burck
Don Devany
Mark Duker
Mary Beth McCarthy
Beth Myers
Glen Schneider
Rodney Schueler
Daryl Silberman

BARRINGTON
Elizabeth English
Michael Nelson
Clark Sheldon

BARRINGTON HILLS
Mike Nelson

BARTLETT
Kathy Heikkinen
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Thomas Weyland

BARTLETT
Maura Brown
Robert Buckley
Megan Drahos
Keith Ozsvath
Nathan Sackschewsky
Rodney Schueler
Kate Truscello

CAMPTON HILLS
Carol Dalstream
Andrew Masters

CAROL STREAM
Andrew Berkhemper

CARPENTERSVILLE
Melissa Aukes
Mark Bettcher
Matthew Bishop
Elizabeth Fredricks
Anthony Gnutek
Michael Kasper
Anna Vonohlen

CARY-GROVE
Marty Magnini

CHICAGO
Michael Teolis

DOWNGROVE
Jennifer Mullen
Lisa Rose

EAST DUNDEE
Mark Bettcher

ELBURN
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Carol Dalstream
Brian Wis

ELGIN
Karen Brhel
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Brendyn Dobbeck
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Kathy Heikkinen
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Thomas Weyland

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
Anne Donahue
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Michael Pavlik
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Helen Bogda
Linda Duneske
Jason Flaks
Patrick Frederik
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Victoria Jacobso
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William Ortega
Jonathan Walsh

HAMPSTEAD
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HOFFMAN ESTATES
David Grear
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Timothy White

HUNTLEY
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INVERNESS
Clark Sheldon
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Jennifer Rosanwo
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Richard Alifantis
Dana Green
Nicole Grueneberg
Dan Moore
Daniel Schraub

LOMBARD
Tara Cappelletti
Tim Fawkes
Belford Hernandez

MARENGO
Marcus Hostetler

MEDINAH
Steven Pyer

MOUNT PROSPECT
Michael Teolis

NAPERVILLE
Anthony DiGiacomo
Dana Green
Kevan Kosobayashi
Jonathan Lauff
Mark Liu
Shawnita Mcclure
Dan Moore
Brad Pfeil
Bradley Pfeil
Constance Reynolds
Rene Rosas
Greg Schwaegler
Don Stinson

NORTH AURORA
Rodney Schueler

OSWEGO
Tom Foster
Stephanie San Roman
Kevin Schoenbach

PALATINE
Matthew Moore

PLAINFIELD
Timothy Hatcher

ROLLING MEADOWS
Richard Alifantis
Dana Green
Nicole Grueneberg
Dan Moore
Daniel Schraub

SCHAUMBURG
Karen Banaszewski
Susan Carlson
Rhonda Conrad
Anne Donahue
Vincent Inendino
Donna Lundelius
Joseph Malmquist

SKOKIE
Steven Katz

SOUTH BARRINGTON
Randy Karon
Clark Sheldon

SOUTH ELGIN
Karen Brhel
Krista Halvorson
Katherine Heikkinen
Michael Molloy
Sandra Pogge
Stephen Reichelt
Rachel Saldana
Deb Shofner

STREAMWOOD
Brendyn Dobbeck
Thomas Weyland

SUGAR GROVE
Zachary Geller
Patti Sampson

SYCAMORE
Ken Goodman
Ken Tonaki

WAUCONDA
Brent Burger

WAYNE
Kurt Dobbeck

WEST CHICAGO
Angela Wifler

WHEATON
Coleen Alvin
Grace Chu

WINFIELD
Grace Chu

WOODSTOCK
Bill Simpson

YORKVILLE
Victor Anderson

Rachel Saldana
James Stombres
Eric Swensen
Brian Wis
John Wojochowski
Gilbert Wukitsch
PRIMO / PRIMO INTERMEZZO ORCHESTRA

VIOLIN
Isabel Bergmann, Glen Ellyn
Sephora Berhanu, Elgin
Define Celme, Roselle
Mina Chang, Naperville
Connie Chen, Naperville
Vasuudha Cidambri, Hoffman Estates
Elise Clark, Glen Ellyn
Grace Condon, Saint Charles
Jacy Jacobus, Saint Charles
Erin Hammer, Lisle
Fiker Endalcachew, Lake In The Hills
Avak Hairekian, Schaumburg
Grace Kerkbashian, Crystal Lake
Saramaya Huynh, Elgin
Brett Herman, Saint Charles
Sarah Day, Geneva
Connor Delacruz, Schaumburg
Nohl Ingoldsby, Schaumburg
Molly Denz, Saint Charles
Meredith Abbs, Saint Charles
Rebecca Millard, Marengo
Rajesh Balasamy, Hoffman Estates
Mia Chang, Schaumburg
Laura Burdick, Schaumburg
Archana Das, Barrington
Jessica Doyel, Elgin
Lindsay Drozdik, Saint Charles
Matthew Dutton, Geneva
Holt Effefeld, Schaumburg
Olivia Effefeld, Schaumburg
Lasye Emmerich, Saint Charles
Lauren Flanagan, Batavia
Maggie Gaspardo, North Aurora
Molly Gruman, Aurora
Alexzandria Jones, South Elgin
David Galanes, Bartlett
Molly Denz, Saint Charles
Meredith Abbs, Saint Charles
Rebecca Millard, Marengo
Abigail Kreeger, West Chicago
Jordan Lenox, South Elgin
Karen Lu, South Elgin
Alexander Mathew, Oswego
Connor McJannett, Schaumburg
Mia Menzia, El Grove Village
Amaya Munoz, Downers Grove
Jakub Myers, La Grange Park
Aanya Navasarwala, Barrlett
Taytum Newell, Saint Charles
Katie Park, Algonquin
Metehan Tandag, Schaumburg
Daniella Untivero, Hoffman Estates
Madison Yehling, Geneva
Emily Zozokos, South Elgin

VIOLA
Camille Dux, Bartlett
Alexandra Sweeney, Saint Charles
Owen White, Saint Charles
Aliyah Zaidi, Fox River Grove

CELLO
Saarang Bakre, Bartlett
Kennedy Buehler, Campton Hills
Erin Riser, Barrington
Logan Sterkel, South Elgin
Damian Sulikowski, North Barrington
Jordan Vitale, Oswego

CELLO
Nicholas Karlos, Gilberts
Eleanor Maloney, Campton Hills
Grace Morby, Saint Charles
Valdis Slokenbergs, Geneva
Genevieve Tuffy, Barrington

BASS
Michael Parchaiski, Saint Charles
Kyle Saengdara, Elgin

PERCUSSION
Ryan Drenovsky, Wauconda
Abigail Turner, Oswego

+ Co-Concertmasters
* Principal
* Chamber Music Institute

PRÉLUDE ORCHESTRA

VIOLIN
Rajesh Balasamy, Hoffman Estates
Hannah Bolender, Geneva
Isabella Borla, Schaumburg
Laura Burdick, Schaumburg
Archana Das, Barrington
Jessica Doyel, Elgin
Lindsay Drozdik, Saint Charles
Matthew Dutton, Geneva
Holt Effefeld, Schaumburg
Olivia Effefeld, Schaumburg
Lasye Emmerich, Saint Charles
Lauren Flanagan, Batavia
Maggie Gaspardo, North Aurora
Molly Gruman, Aurora
Talein Hairekian, Schaumburg
Benjamin Hommowun, Saint Charles
Savanna Huang, Gilberts
Nohl Ingoldsby, Schaumburg
Daigo Ito, Schaumburg
Hannah Kolbus, South Elgin
Amy Kuhl, Saint Charles
Abigail Landstrom, Elgin
Olivia Maass, Batavia
Elizabeth Medina, Palatine

SINFONIA

VIOLIN
Isabella Bernat, Saint Charles
Ethan Blankenship, Kildeer
Ben Blowers, Naperville
Katherine Breslin, Cary
Alan Chen, Naperville
Claire Collins, Carpentersville
Zylle Constantino, Gilberts
Sarah Day, Geneva
Connor Delacruz, Schaumburg
Dhvey Dixit, Schaumburg
Beth Ann Ellingson, Elgin
Caroline Feyerer, Wheaton
Steven Frankowski, Carpentersville
Brett Herman, Saint Charles
Saramaya Huynh, Elgin

Anthony Inforrato, Schaumburg
Liam Ingoldsby, Schaumburg
Jakob Jaquinde, Wheaton
Sahaj Kaur, Carol Stream
Virginia Larsen, Elgin
Allana Ledford, Carol Stream
Perry Li, Algonquin
Jessica Pytel, Hampshire
Pranav Ramachandra, Palatine
Nabeel Rasheed, Inverness
Eron Ristic, Naperville
John Siwenie, Inverness
Thomas Stanila, Algonquin
Akshay Sundaram, Aurora
Arden Wheeler, Wheaton

VIOLA
Camille Dux, Bartlett
Alexandra Sweeney, Saint Charles
Owen White, Saint Charles
Aliyah Zaidi, Fox River Grove

CELLO
Saarang Bakre, Bartlett
Kennedy Buehler, Campton Hills
Erin Riser, Barrington
Logan Sterkel, South Elgin
Damian Sulikowski, North Barrington
Jordan Vitale, Oswego

VIOLA
Samantha Ahrens, Saint Charles
Sophie Danner, Elgin
Payton Fischer, Saint Charles
Emery Frey, Saint Charles
Noah Hauptmann, Saint Charles
Matt Hurley, Mount Prospect
Alexander Laskowski, Saint Charles
Andrew Ramm, Geneva
Joseph Walwer, Naperville
Hannah Weber, South Elgin
Genevieve Zauhar, Saint Charles

Continued on next page
SINFONIA continued

CELLO
Dina Chen, Gilberts
Emma Froeschke, Carpentersville
Emily Gallagher, South Elgin
Catherine Jackson, Saint Charles
Kayllynn Kattiyaman, Lombard
Ann Lim, Carpentersville
Raphael Maranon, Skokie
Owen Michuda, Geneva
Kayla Mikottis, South Elgin
Victoria Palma, Elmhurst
Miranda Victor, Saint Charles
Arlo Wandell, South Elgin

FLUTE
Anne Hart, Lisle
Juan Hernandez, Hampshire
Kaitlyn Kowalski, Plainfield
Kelley Powell, Naperville

OBOE
Katherine Bingham, Saint Charles
Adam Gazdecki, Elgin
Rohin Kartik-Narayan, Aurora

BRASS CHOIR
HORN
Simon Balisi, Batavia
Fernando Chapa, Batavia
Rebekah Green, Huntley
Emily Hall, Geneva
Olivia Halterman, North Aurora
Eliot Kimec, Cary
Sydney Lundell, North Aurora
Colin Lundy, Naperville
Sarah Pfeil, WayneBret Reser, Sycamore
Kaleigh Roselli, Rolling Meadows
Andrew Selig, Sycamore

TRUMPET
Kristian Avila, Sugar Grove

TROMBONE
Brandon Berg, Streamwood
Sagar Biwas, Aurora
Parker Brown, Elgin
Bailey Cates, Elburn
Gayle Moore, Carpentersville
Benjamin Van Wienen, Sycamore

PHILHARMONIA
VIOLIN
Ayda Asadnejad, Schaumburg
Olivia Cabaj, Bartlett
Kristine Cordero, Algonquin
Sarah Cowley, Elgin
Hannah Eng, Batavia
Christiana Ruth Gatbunton, Itasca
Siddharth Gehlaut, Barrington
Mia Gerace, Geneva
Ryan Hajek, South Elgin
Brittany Hill, Batavia
Abigail Hutter, Geneva
Eden Irwin, Crystal Lake
Maya Kota, Naperville
Crystal Kotvan, Saint Charles
Ryan Kredell, Geneva
Michelle Kwon, Glen Ellyn
Lauren Lee, Naperville
Breanna Magpantay, Geneva

CELLO
Maria Patricia Agnes, Naperville

TROMBONE
Christian Bialek, Elgin
Avalon Bruno, Saint Charles
Faith Cramer, Batavia
Nathaniel Lee, Palatine
Stephanie Olds, Streamwood

Tuba
Ryan Geneser, Geneva
Alex Tschetter, Geneva

PERCUSSION
Conor Brennan, Geneva
Aidan Perrault, Batavia

HARP
Catrina Egner, Yorkville
Emily Reader, Gilberts

+ Co-Concertmaster
* Principal/Assistant Principal
* Chamber Music Institute
x Percussion Ensemble

Continued on next page
PHILHARMONIA continued

**BASS**
Melinda Baker, Aurora
Alexander Carroll, Saint Charles
Cate Fanning, Glen Ellyn

**FLUTE**
Amy Aton, Geneva
Eileen Fey, Oswego
Ashvini Kartik-Narayan, Aurora
Morgan List, Yorkville

**OBOE**
Julia Anderson, Wheaton
Kira Nutter, Saint Charles
Claudia Sandine, Medinah
Guillermo Ulloa, Carpentersville

**CLARINET**
Alex Cuthbert, Sycamore
Rebekah Harness, Elgin
Gabriella Tovar, Aurora

**BASSOON**
Chloe Robbins, Elgin
Genesis Rosiles, Carpentersville

**HORN**
Simon Balisi, Batavia
Olivia Halterman, North Aurora
Sara Pfeil, Wayne
Bret Reser, Sycamore

**TRUMPET**
Charles Demeny, Itasca
Michael Johnson, Elgin
Nicholas Mueller, Woodstock
Cliff Musial, Elgin
Anaka Riani, Geneva

**TROMBONE**
Brandon Jaimes, Hanover Park
Ryan Williams, Lombard
Connor Zankle, Huntley

**TUBA**
Jonathan Bonaguro, Naperville

**PERCUSSION**
Ryan Drenovsky, Wauconda
Benjamin Simon, Geneva
Abigail Turner, Oswego

**HARP**
Catrina Egner, Yorkville

**PIANO**
Gracia Watson, Sycamore

---

YOUTH SYMPHONY

**VIOLIN**
Kiersten Aalfs, Saint Charles
Fernando Arias, Wheaton
Claire Arias-Kim, Hoffman Estates
Adrian Bebenek, Saint Charles
Amelia Benich, Glen Ellyn
Leah Benrubri, Chicago
Stella Chilens, Saint Charles
Kiran Daniel, Winfield
Camryn Delacruz, Schaumburg
Joshua Delamater, West Chicago
Christian Dik, Batavia
Emily Hernandez, Carpentersville
Mitchell Hopp, Elgin
McKenna Hulen, Batavia
Joseph Hutter, Geneva
Lucy Liu, Aurora
Jessica Luo, Sycamore
Anna Miller, Palatine
Alyssa Milligan, Arlington Heights
William Mueller, Geneva
Emma Mueller, Clarendon Hills
Mary Phillips, Batavia
Aditi Prakash, Lisle
Satomi Radostits, Aurora
Abhina Ramakrishnan, Naperville
Olivia Shi, Algonquin
Amelia Simpson, Saint Charles
Jade Woo, McHenry
Amy Xie, Bloomingdale

**CELLO**
Kjeldsen Breidenbach, Sycamore
Jamie Dowat, Saint Charles
Elizabeth Leibel, Naperville
Alayna Mihalakakos, Naperville
Katherine Monroy, Schaumburg
Lara Nammar, Bartlett
Darcey Pittman, Aurora
Benjamin Rieke, Naperville
Ari Scott, Downers Grove
Jenna Thelen, Carpentersville
Hannah Willging, Saint Charles
Laura Zelis, Wheaton
Justin Zhao, Naperville

**FLUTE**
Tom Matthews Memorial Principal Flute Chair
Audrey Honig, Elmhurst
Rebecca Kline, South Barrington
Leilah Petit, Hoffman Estates
Briana Staheli, South Elgin

**OBOE**
Isabelle Barriball, North Aurora
Caroline Davey, Oswego
Emma Olson, Sycamore

**CLARINET**
Melanie Prakash, Naperville
Kristal Scott, Aurora
Mario Zavala, Carpentersville

**BASS**
Kerry Freese, Saint Charles
Anna Moritz, Saint Charles
Pal Shah, Naperville
Alyssa Trebat, Algonquin

**HORN**
Fernando Chapa, Batavi
Brandon Green, Huntley
Emily Hall, Geneva
Eliot Kmick, Cary
Sydney Lundell, North Aurora
Andrew Selig, Sycamore

**TRUMPET**
Kristian Avila, Sugar Grove
Brandon Berg, Streamwood
Sagar Biswas, Aurora
Benjamin Van Wienen, Sycamore

**TROMBONE**
Ella Rose Atkins, Sycamore
Chris Lenell, Cary
Eddie Quiroga, Montgomery
Patrick Ward, Schaumburg

**TUBA**
Bradley Geneser, Geneva

**PERCUSSION**
Ryan Cyr, Yorkville
Graeme Leighton, Lombard
Jack Reynertson, Geneva

**HARP**
Catrina Egner, Yorkville
Emily Reader, Gilberts

**PIANO**
Gracia Watson, Sycamore
Do Art Differently

I Gotta Right to Sing the Blues
A Salute to Ella, Judy, & Patsy
Saturday, November 14
Three stellar songstresses pay tribute to their idols: Ella Fitzgerald, Judy Garland, and Patsy Cline.

Girls Like Us
The Music of Carole King, Carly Simon, & Joni Mitchell
Friday, December 11
Celebrate the groundbreaking music of three iconic singers, rock superstars, and adventurers of the heart and soul.

Suzy Bogguss
Swingin’ Little Christmas
Saturday, December 5
Wrap yourself up in holiday cheer with one of country music’s most treasured vocalists!

Vince Lombardi:
The Life & Times of Vince Lombardi
Written & Performed by John Piner
Saturday, January 23
Experience the life of this legendary coach through Pinero’s acclaimed, magentic performance.

Whether you’re attending a cultural event, exploring a new hobby, or pursuing one of more than 140 degree and certificate programs, a visit to ECC will enrich your life.

ECC at a Glance

- Beautiful campus; diverse student body
- Award-winning teachers; friendly student services experts
- Small class sizes
- Tuition just $119 per credit hour
- University transfer majors, career and technical programs, adult basic education, and non-credit personal and professional development
- Vibrant student activities
The 2015/16 season explores music as a “time art”, memory and nostalgia, the legacy of Maud Powell, and the Elgin Watch Factory Band, c. 1892.

**MONUMENTAL**
FEATURING VIOLINIST RACHEL BARTON PINE AT 7:30PM
Sunday, November 8, 2015, 2:00, 4:30, and 7:30 pm
ECC Arts Center, Blizzard Theatre

**CMI CONCERTS**
Sunday, November 22, 2015

**OPEN HOUSE EVENTS**
Sunday, Feb 28, 2016
Sunday, April 17, 2016

**TIMEPIECES**
WITH GUEST CONDUCTOR DANIEL BOICO
Sunday, March 13, 2016, 2:00, 4:30, and 7:30 pm
ECC Arts Center, Blizzard Theatre

**RESONANCE**
WITH GRAMMY-WINNING EIGHTH BLACKBIRD
Saturday, April 16, 2016, 7:00 pm
ECC Arts Center, Blizzard Theatre

**CMI CONCERTS**
Sunday, April 24, 2016

**CITY OF TIME**
A 40TH ANNIVERSARY REUNION & GALA CELEBRATION
Sunday, May 15, 2016, 3:00 and 7:00 pm
The Hemmens Cultural Center, Elgin

**AUDITIONS**
AUDITIONS FOR THE 2016-17 SEASON
June 2-5, 2016
tickets: 847.622.0300
or http://tickets.elgin.edu